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The biggest circle puzzle answers
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Leaderboards‧Knowledge Partners‧Points &amp;amp; Feedback Level- Here's something confusing. A few years before he died, aged 95 in 2010, I interviewed Martin Gardner at his home in Norman, Oklahoma.Gardner was a journalist, novelist, magician, philosopher and one of the earliest public pseudoscience debunkers. Yet he is
perhaps best known - and most beloved - for popularizing mathematical puzzles. In his monthly column Mathematical Games, which he wrote in Scientific American between the 1950s and 1980s, he introduced many brainteasers as well as giving it a new twist on old classics. I ask if he enjoys solving puzzles? Not really, he replied. I'm
not very good at it, really. The answer throws me away. It was as if Pelé told me he didn't like playing football, or Jamie Oliver that he wasn't bothered about food. But as we continued the discussion I realized that my analogy was wrong. There is a difference between being good at puzzles and appreciating good puzzles. Puzzle in a
model sense what all scientists do, he said. They're trying to solve a puzzle about the nature of the universe. Puzzles both provoke creative thinking and are a starting point for interesting research. Puzzles can take you to almost every branch of mathematics, he added. And Martin Gardner with no parallel in being able to show how true it
is. Gardner wrote dozens of books on puzzles and recreational mathematics - here are eight puzzles taken from them. I will post the answer in Day... but by then you'll solve it all, right?1. Crazy piecesYou have to make one piece (or draw one line) - of course it doesn't need to be straight straight which divides the numbers into two
identical parts. Can you slice a shape to make two identical babies? Courtesy ThinkFun2. Colored socksAbout red socks and ten blue socks are all mixed in the closet drawer. 20 socks are exactly the same except for the color. The room is in pitch black and you want two matching socks. How many of the smallest socks should you take
out of a drawer to make sure you have a suitable match? 3. TwiddledTwo bolts are identical bolts placed together so that their helical grooves intermesh as shown below. If you move the bolts around each other as you turn your thumb, holding each bolt firmly on the head so as not to twist and rotate it in the indicated direction, will the
head (a) move inwards, (b) move outwards, or (c) keep the same distance from each other? Ruins are the first area and for the first few puzzles, Toriel will guide you through them. Here are other solutions. Head down and then right to the next area. You will walk across a patch of dark ground that will drop you into another room - proceed
through the door to the right to reappear on the other side of the dark patch in the previous room. A gray stone was in the middle of this room, pushing it into the grey square to sell nails and move on. Now you will find a room full of dark patches that allow you to fall through the floor. If you do, you will come to a room full of leaves.
Everywhere the leaves are not is the path you need to take in the room above - go back through the door to get out in the previous room and take this path to move forward. The next room has three stones that can be on the slide, one stone will need you to talk to it several times before going into the gray panel and allowing you to pass
through the nails. In the next room there are six dark patches to go through: The upper left will allow you to fight vegetoids.The lower left patch will allow you to find a Fade Ribbon that gives you +3 to Defense.The upper center has a switch that you need to continue. The lower center you can talk to Napstablook again. The top right has
nothing. The bottom right has another Vegetoid. Now we come to a bunch of pillars with a switch. Try to make a note of where the switch is located because the following sections are the same space at different angles which means the switch is hidden behind the pillar. You want to move through and find the blue switch that is behind the
first pillar. Now you can move past the nail to the next room - here you want the red switch visible next to the last pillar. Spaces Want you to press the green switch behind the middle pillar. Snowdin has a lot of puzzles that the skeleton brother has set for you - here's how to clean it up. Halfway through you meet with Papyrus and Sans
again for further talks. Papyrus will end up walking on his trap to meet you leaving footprints behind, behind, You're a clear path to get to the other side of the wounded. This is an optional puzzle, where you can kick a snowball into a hole. Doing it fast enough will give you money, but it's not necessary. There's a patch of snow-covered
ground here before some spikes. Pushing the snow will reveal that there is a hidden switch back to the north that you can go back to and press to continue. This time you will find a puzzle where you have to turn X into O. In step on the blue X's to change it, then step on the button above. Then you will be reunited with Papyrus and he will
show you the more difficult X to O puzzles. You can exit or enter these puzzles in various locations, and X will remain O as long as you don't step on them twice making it a lot easier than the one that first appeared. Here is one method, but there are many. Next is the sliding puzzle. For this one, start from the bottom and swipe right to the
second X, then up, left, down, right, right, down, left, up, right, up, then to the button. It will float you across a long bridge behind some trees. Once you're on the other side keep heading east - there's a south road but you can't do anything with this just yet. Waterfall introduces you to a new type of puzzle. This section introduces new
puzzles with bridge seeds - you need to put them four in a row and they will form a bridge. The first puzzle is very simple: The second puzzle is a little more difficult and requires you to build a vertical bridge, releasing flowers from the lowest end of the sticking point. The next area is full of echo flowers and wall signs with history written on
them. You will find a telescope near the center of the room. Use it and look into the upper left corner for instructions on how to get out of here. Follow the telescope's advice and climb the northern corridor - check the walls to find the door. Once you meet the big monsters in the long corridor, keep heading east. When you come to another
fork in the road ignore the northern route for now. Instead, if you continue east, you'll find statues in the spotlight - ignore them too for now. The next room has a bucket full of umbrellas, take one and take it back to the statue. This statue will start playing music, paying attention to songs. Go back to the fork on the road and take the
northern route to find the piano in a room. If you tend to music, you may be able to recreate the song by ear, if not: open, up, right, open, down, open, down, right. It'll open the door, go through it to claim the ball. Unfortunately, you seem to be holding too many dogs to pick up artifacts. Open your inventory and dump the Dog Disturbing
that appears mysteriously that will absorb the ball and leave. It gives you Dog Residue, which may sound like a lame gift but is actually very good. Using Dog Residue will fill your inventory with more dog salad plus the healing items. This means as long as you keep one part of it on you, you will always be able to heal. You'll come to a dark
area with skinny lanes. You need to follow them and interact with the fungus to illuminate the next path. After the third mushroom, double back to continue on the road. The next area is much the same but more difficult. Instead of mold, there are lights, and they just stay on for a short time. Try to head north east as much as possible to get
out of this area. Hotlands will ask you to follow Alphy's advice for many puzzles - for which he does not help here is the solution. This puzzle makes you move square blocks out of the way so you can shoot the opposite arrow. This puzzle gives you two bullets so you only have to move a block off the road. Move the blocks down and push
one sideways, shoot the blocks and use your second point to get the arrows. Now go to the building left, Alphys will remove the pesky laser in your way to let you through. This one is more complicated, randomizing the beam up, left, down, and then shooting through a block and again to shoot the arrows. Now you can go back to the north
door and pass through, once you do it continue to the east until you find a dark space. Once you pass the barrier after only pushing two switches on the fast-moving conveyor belt – you'll come to some launch pad. This time they are accompanied by a switch that will change the way many arrow points. Use the first switch to go left then
down, back up then back down, down, left, up, left to cross the puzzle – once you clearly keep going west to find another storage point. Another area where you can pick up launch pads to get to the room with block puzzles. We'll solve the southern riddle first. For this puzzle you only have one bullet, so you have to clear the way to shoot
the other arrows. You'll want to put two blocks in the right space and the other two in the left space, then move the left space block just one to the left instead of all the way to the end to solve the puzzle. (Left, left, left, up, left, left, right, shoot.) Now use the launch pads to go north to the next puzzle. This time you want to fill in the left
spacebar and have a block on the right to clear the path. For most of this area Dr Alphys will give you some bad advice you should follow. You will get to the point where you have to press the button to continue. Alphys will give you some bad advice about the laser order will appear. Instead, they will be blue, blue, then So stay still until the
last laser. Even though Alphys makes a lot of mistakes nowadays you have to keep following its lead regardless, so keep heading to the right. If you ignore it and go north on the cross road you should have another battle. Next is the path More lasers. Dr. Alphys will turn it off for you, but when you make your way across he'll call you again
stay to stay put. The laser will reappear and you will have to move in intervals when turned off. They will flicker before returning giving you plenty of time to stop. The only real puzzle in New Home is finding the key, it's not too difficult but this is how it's done. In it you will see a key to stop you from going down to the bottom, interacting with
it will tell you to take the key. As you explore the house, you'll begin to be distracted by the pieces of the story delivered in what looks like a random meeting fight. The first key is in the kitchen to the left, the second is on the table in the corridor on the right. This area is only available for those who complete a full pacifist run. You have to
find some keys and use them in the correct key to open the main door. You also have to find monsters to get this key. This room has a rescue point, so do it because you will face the enemy here. You can see the door with four colors on it - this is the key color you need to find. Keep reading all the notes and terminals you find and to the
left. At the end of this room you will find a set of 3 sinks, turn on everything and you will start a meeting. You must 'Cell' each to forgive them. Avoid their attacks by moving quickly away from the white circles that appear. The Ared key will appear in the sink when you are done - take the door next to the sink and put the key inside the box
at the end. Now go back to the storage room and get through the right door that doesn't exist. Keep heading to the right until you come to the room with some beds. The leftmost bed in the center has sheets pulled up. Check to get the yellow key, grab it and head through the north door. Start by heading to the right and you will find a room
with lots of fans and some smoke. At the end of the room there is a button, press to clean the smoke. It will also trigger another meeting. Amalgamate is very similar to previous battles. Choose, beckon, pet, play, pet, pet, to forgive him. Now head out of the room and head left until you come to the north door. Go through it and go straight
to the spooky curtain to get the green key. Go left and you will come to another room with a large skull and rescue point. Go through the door to the right of the skull to use the yellow key. You can also watch some videos that give you more insight into the story on tv here. Now with a storage point to find it's really another meeting. You

need to hum, flex, and inhumane lemon bread to forgive him, now moving on to the left. This room has several refrigerators and despite the suspicious nature of the skipping, it is the last one where you will get another meeting. This time you have to 'joke' a few times until you can forgive him, then you can take lock the blue and head
through the door to use the green one. Retreat to the room with the bed and save, just in case. Now go through the eastern corridor. When you go through the mirror, you'll meet again. Choose, Mystify, and Pray and Reaper Bird can be saved, then proceed through the door to use the blue button. Now you can go back to the room with
the door with some keys and pass through it. You'll find a room at the end with lift power control, using it to turn the power back on. On.
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